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I. INTRODUCTION
The central problem in the stereo analysis paradigm is to find the correspondence between two or more images captured from multiple viewpoints. The correspondence is achieved in two matching s t a g e d o c a l and global. The local matching stage finds the possible candidate matches within a given interval of allowable disparity values based upon the epipolar search constraint and the geometrical similarity constraint. The global matching stage is responsible for imposing global consistency among the candidate match points by disambiguating the multiple candidate matches and avoiding falscpositives. Most conventional global matchifig techniques [ 13 use 1) the local support provided by pixels within a 2D neighborhood in the image plane and/or 2) cooperative processes between multiple levels of a pixelresolution hierarchy or a 2D structural-description hierarchy and are collectively referred to as Spatial Hierarchy Mechanism (SHM)-based techniques.
This correspondence analyzes stereo mismatches in scenes containing narrow occluding objects when using SHM-based techniques alone in the global matching stage. Based upon the lessons learnt from this analysis, we propose a new global matching kameworkDynumzc Disparity Search (DDSFwhich reduces the number of stereo mismatches in scenes containing narrow occluding objects. The DDS-based framework extends the conventional SHM-based framework by 1) splitting the entire allowable disparity range into two (or more)
2) dynamically varying the allowable disparity range in each pool 3) propagating stereo disparities through the spatial hierarchy as
As an experiment, we extend the Marr-Poggio-Grimson (MPG) algorithm [2] using the DDS framework iand compare the FalsePositive Rates (FPRs) of the DDS-based implementation of MPG aldisjoint disparity pools, from the narrowest to the widest intervals, and well as the disparity hierarchy mechanisms. [3] algorithm. The rest of this correspondence is organized as follows: Section I1 briefly discusses rhe global matching constraints used by SHM-based techniques. The stereo mismatches caused by relying on SHM-based global matching constraints alone are discussed in Section 111. Section IV describes the design and implementation of the DDS-based extension of the MPG algorithm. Experimental results are presented in Section V and concluding remarks in Section VI.
PREVIOUS WORK:

GLOBAL MATCHING CONSTRAINTS
A. Spatial Hierarchy Mechanism
Conceptually, the Spatial Hierarchy Mechanism (SHM) for global matching is based on the assumption that the 3D world is composed of cohesive matter. It imposes global consistency among stereo disparities using 1) a 2D local support neighborhood in the image plane and/or 2) cooperative processes between a multilevel pixel-resolution hi-
The phrase "using a 2D local support neighborhood," refers to the entire spectrum ranging from the simple neighborhood disparityaveraging technique to the higher-order models that capture disparity variation within a 2D neighborhood window [4], [5] [5] , and hierarchical graph-matching techniques [17] . erarchy or a structural-description hierarchy.
OCCLUSION ANALYSIS
This section discusses various scenarios of stereo mismatches caused by narrow occluding objects when a particular SHM-based technique, disparity-averaging SHM, is used for global matching.
First, we define narrow occluding objects based on two sufficient conditions [ 181.
A. Definition
Let w be the pixel width of an occluding object A in the left image of a stereo image pair. Let wN denote the width of the local support neighborhood used by a stereo algorithm for disambiguation of multiple candidate disparities. Also, let ~B G and dm be the average stereo disparities of the occluded (background) and occluding (foreground) regions in the left image, respectively. If either 1) w < w~ and/or 2) w < ( d s -dsG), then A is a narrow occluding object.
In other words, an occluding object is termed as narrow if either 1) all the object's image pixels violate the disparity smoothness 2) its boundary pixels with the occluded object violate the L-to-R constraint or ordering constraint. For the shadow-region feature A in Fig. 1 , all N(A) disparities vary smoothly since they all belong to the same 3D surface. To isolate the effects of shadow regions, let's assume no mismatched pixels exist within N(A)) at the outset. Then, @ = 0 and p >> E 2 0. Consequently, the regional disparity average computed by (1) will be close to d,.
If the SHM-based algorithm uses the disparity estimate avg(N(A)) to disambiguate a set of multiple candidate matches, the unique match so obtained is always a false-positive since the point A belongs to a shadow region. In other cases, when the SEIM transmits the disparity estimate avgN(A)) from a coarser to a finer resolution, it propagates an incorrect disparity estimate to the finer resolution. Plus, unlike the occlusions analyzed in Chung-Nevatia 1111 and Little-Gillett [ 191, the positions of shadow regions cannot be localized for narrow occlusions since they violate the L-R ordering constraint.
C. Shadow Drift
In Fig. 1 , the mismatched shadow-region pixels in the circular support neighborhood N(B) contribute noisy disparity values to the d, factor in (1) for the BG feature point B. Assuming no other mismatched pixels exist in N(B), e represents the percentage of matched shadow-region pixeIs, which is scene-dependent and could be as high as 0.5, This noise causes the disparity estimate of N(B) to drift from its true value and the phenomenon is termed as Shadow Or$. Fig. 2 shows a point C on a narrow occluding object. Since C is a narrow occluding feature point, N(C) is weighed in favor of the average background disparity value do due to insufficient support from neighboring foreground (occluding) matched feature points. Thus, even though the true match of C is C' , as shown in Fig. 2, avg(N(C) ) tends towards the disparity associated with C" because @ << p since C belongs to a narrow occlusion. Such incorrect weighing of local support is the key reason for foreground narrow occluding features being matched to background feature points in the neighborhood of a narrow occlusion boundary. As the above four scenarios indicate, the relative percentages of the occluded and occluding object pixels affect the local disparity average returned by the SHM-based disparity smoothness constraint and cause matching failures. Conversely, if matching is performed in two separate disjoint disparity pools-background and foregroundthe two would cease to interfere in the local support neighborhoods of pixels belonging to the other disparity pools. Further, if the range of allowable disparities is narrow during the initial matching stages, fewer number of candidate matches will enter the disambiguation stage, and hence fewer shadow region pixels will get matched. The two basic principles of the DDS framework-the use of multiple disjoint disparity pools and dynamic variation of the range of allowable disparities-were motivated by the analysis [ 181 of the four stereo mismatch scenarios presented in this section. The next section contains the detailed design and implementation of the DDS-based stereo matching algorithm extended from the Maw-Poggio-Crimson SHM-based technique. Any existing SHM-based stereo algorithm can be extended using the DDS framework.
D. Occlusion Boundaries
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IV. DYNAMIC DISPARITY SEARCH-BASED ALGORITHM
The DDS framework is a general design methodology which detines a family of stereo algorithms based on various design choices of imaging configurations, matchable features, local matching constraints, and a spatial hierarchy mechanism for the global matching stage. Without loss of generality, the spatial hierarchy mechanism chosen for our DDS-based algorithm design and implementation is based on the MPG algorithm [2]. Fig. 3(a) draws the control flow-chart of the overall DDS global matching technique. We use two disparity pools. background (BG) and foreground (FG). The control flow for each of the BG and FG disparity pools consists of two nested loops, the Disparity Hierarchy Loop (DHL) and the Spatial Hierarchy Loop (SHL), which impose the disparity and spatial hierarchy constraints, respectively.
A. DHL Initialization
The entire allowable disparity range [min-disp, max-disp] is partitioned into two equal disjoint ranges. background (BG) and foreground (FG), as Fig. 3(b) shows. Initialize the disparity maps of the BG and FG pools with the midpoints of the BG and FG disparity ranges, bg-init and f g-init, respectively. Set the allowable disparity range of the BG and FG pools during the DHL's first iteration. iter 1 in Fig. 3(b), to [bg-init-1, bg-init+l] and  [fg-init-1, fg-init+l] , respectively. In effect, during itex 1, the DHL allows matches to occur only for pixels whose disparity lies within a very narrow interval. During each successive DHI, iteration, the individual, allowable FG and BG disparity pools are widened until they span the entire allowable disparity range [min-disp, max-disp], as Fig. 3(b) shows. The pixels with disparities belonging to the FG and BG pools are manipulated separately in each of the disparity hierarchy loops. At any given time, the disparity maps of pixels within each of the two disparity pools FG and BG are maintained separately and denoted by fg-dmap and bg__cimap, respectively. 
B. SHL Initialization
The SHL is initialized during each DML iteration. The SHL computations are dependent on the particular SHM technique that is being generalized within the DDS framework. The SHM in the MPG algorithm used in our implementation requires a coarse-to-fine spatial resolution hierarchy. The L and R edge maps of the coarsest resolution are loaded into the local matching module for each disparity pool, BG and FG. Each feature point is assigned an initial disparity estimate, d,. During the SHL initialization of iter 1 of the DHL, the initial disparity estimates for the BG and FG pools are bg-init and fg-init, respectively. For the SHL initialization in kth DHL (1 c: k 5 N), the disparity map obtained at the finest spatial resolution of the SHL belonging to the ( k -I)th (previous) DHL is used.
C. Stereo Matching Computations
at each spatial resolution in three stages:
Stereo matching is performed separately for each BG anti FG pool 1) For each feature point PL in the left image, find a list of candidate matches. Retain only those candidates that lie within the allowable disparity ranges for the RG and FG pools. 2) Identify the uniquely matched feature points within each disparity pool BG and FG 3 ) Disambiguate multiple matches using the SHM-specific global matching constraint. The only difference in the DDS framework is that the global matching constraint is applied separately in each of the disjoint disparity pools. Pixels with no unique match are labeled NOMATCH.
D. Spatial Hierarchy Loop Termination
The SHL termination computations are entirely dependent on the choice of spatial hierarchy mechanism being implemented within the DDS framework. This section describes the SHL termination conditions used for the DDS-based extension of the MPG spatial hierarchy mechanism. The SHL termination computation propagates the disparity map available at the end of the previous SHL iteration separately for each disparity pool, BG and FG.
If the current spatial resolution is not the finest, initialize the disparity map of the next finer resolution using a local neighborhood averaging of the unique disparities computed by the current SHL iteration as per the MPG-based SHM [2]. Alternately, if the current spatial resolution is the finest, prepare for the next DHL iteration, that is, check the DHL termination condition and perform DHL and SHL initializations.
E. Disparity Hierarchy Loop Termination
Check whether the disjoint disparity pools have reached the widest possible size. If the union of the disparity pools spans the entire allowable disparity range [min-disp, max-disp], the DHL is terminated. Otherwise, the width of the allowable disparity ranges of each BG and FG disparity pool is increased by a predetermined value.
F. Composite Disparity Map
The DHL computation returns a disparity map corresponding to each disparity pool-BG and FG-at the finest spatial resolution. The disparity maps corresponding to the two disparity pools are merged with a union operation. If dh ( i , j ) and d f ( $ j ) are the BG and FG disparity maps, the composite disparity map dcomp ( i , j ) is,
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section quantifies the improvements in the stereo matching performance of a conventional SHM-based stereo matching algorithm redesigned using the proposed DDS global matching framework. The DDS-based stereo aIgorithm implementation described in Section IV is based on the local matching technique and spatial hierarchy mechanism of the Marr-Poggio-Grimson (MPG) algorithm [2].
This section describes stereo matching experiments comparing the performance of the DDS algorithm described in Section IV with the MPG algorithm itself. Next, we compare the above DDS implementation with the multiple baseline, trinocular stereo algorithm recently proposed by Okutomi, Kanade, and Nakahara (OKN) [3] . We evaluate the performance of each stereo algorithm by comparing the stereo disparity estimate obtained as a result of stereo matching to the ground truth.
Establishing the ground truth is an extremely important part of this evaluation process. No standard stereo datasets with precomputed ground truths are available. Our experimental results with real scenes use ground truth computed from the raw images, The entire image is segmented manually into convex polygons. The disparity map within the interior of each polygon is assumed to be planar. The true disparity is obtained manually at each polygon vertex from the stereo intensity images. The disparity along the edges and within the interior of each polygon is obtained by linear interpolation The FalsePositive Rates (FPRs) reported in this section are computed as the ratio of the number of mismatched pixels to the total nuniber of matched (correctly plus incorectly) pixels.
First, we compare the performance of the MPG and the DDS algorithms on two indoor scenes--House11 and 7 ruck. This is followed by coinparisons of three outdoor scenes-Parking meters, Anna His.s, and Parking lot-where we compare the MPQ, DDS, and OKN algorithm results The complete set of experimental results, which consists of two synthetic stereo data sets. t h e indoor, and five outdoor scenes, can be found in [ 1 XI.
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The "House 11" data set in Fig. 4 is an indoor laboratory scene of a toy house behind a wooden fence with a disparity range of (9, 38) pixels. The MPG algorithm results in several mismatches amongst background (window) and foreground (occluding bar) pixels. The "Truck" real indoor scene also has a nonuniform background disparity, as Fig. 5(a)-(b) illustrates. The images have a disparity range of (7, 20) pixels and show examples of the violation of the ordering constraint and the presence of shadow regions. The MPG results in f:ig. 5(d) clearly show several incorrectly matched background shadow region pixels at the truck's rear end.
The following three sets of stereo data show outdoor scenes that were captured with multiple baselines to facilitate comparison with the Okutomi-Kanade-Nakahara (OKN) algorithm. The "Parking meters" dataset WBS obtained from Professor Takeo Kanade, at Carnegie-Mellon University. The latter two-Anna Hiss and Parking lot-were captured within the IJniversity of Texas-Austin campus. The "Parking meters" scene ( Fig. 6) , with a receding wall in the back and bushes and parking meters in front, possesses a disparity range of (2, 15) pixels. Most of the mismatches occur among the bushes which have a high feature density. The DDS matching algorithm still results in a modest FPR of 5.3% (MPG 13.4%: OKN 34.2%). The "AnnaHiss" outdoor scene (Fig. 7) shows the entrance to the Anna Hiss gymnasium on the University of Texas campus with curved railings i i i the foreground occluding the entrance gate. It contains examples of order reversal and shadow regions which are typical characteristics of narrow occlusions. The "Parking lot" outdoor scene (Fig. 8) 1) perform stereo matching using multiple disjoint disparity pools spanning the entire allowable disparity interval; 2) dynamically vary the allowable disparity interval within each disparity pool from the narrowest to the widest; and 3) propagate the stereo disparities using any conventional spatial hierarchy mechanism within each level of the disparity hierarchy.
Any conventional spatial hierarchy mechanism-based stereo algorithm can be redesigned using the above DDS-framework. As an illustrative example, we convert the conventional MPG [2] algorithm into its DDS-based version and find substantial reductions in the FPR. Further research needs to be done to evaluate the impact of the DDS stereo matching framework on matching accuracy. One approach would be to study effects of redesigning other spatialhierarchy mechanism based algorithms, like description-hierarchy ([lo], [ll]) or surface-fitting ( [ 5 ] ) , using the DDS framework. Another method of doing comparative performance testing would be to compare the basic DDS-based MPG algorithm described in this paper with other existing algorithms like the comparison with the OKN [3] algorithm presented here.
